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Abstract - -F i rs t ,  the present paper provides unified forms of Triple I method for fuzzy modus 
ponens and fuzzy modus tollens of which diverse implication operators can be employed. Second, it 
is clarified that, in a sense, Zadeh's CRI method for fuzzy modus ponens can be brought into line with 
the unified form of the Triple I method. Lastly, a unified form of a-Triple I method is established 
as well, and a duality result concerning a-Triple I solutions of fuzzy modus ponens and fuzzy modus 
tollens is obtained. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A survey of about 20 years of approximate reasoning before 1990 based on fuzzy logic and 
possibility theory was proposed in [1], where Dubois and Prade said 
"Zadeh's approximate reasoning methodology was devised outside of the powerful 
stream of thought that emerged under the name 'artificial intelligence' while there is 
obviously a close relationship between both. The main reason for this gap seems to be 
that from the beginning, artificial intelligence mphasized symbolic manipulation and 
has rooted in logic, automated eduction using syntactic tools, and has very much ne- 
glected anything pertaining to 'number crunching'. On the contrary, Zadeh's methodol- 
ogy was right away addressing the interface between umbers and symbols, by proposing 
a reasoning methodology based on nonlinear optimization." 
For trying to provide a logic foundation for fuzzy reasoning and to reduce the above-mentioned 
gap between fuzzy reasoning and artificial intelligence the first author of the present paper pro- 
posed in [2] a formal deductive system /2" (see also [3,4]) which has been proved to be com- 
plete [5,6], and proposed in [7] the so-called Triple I method for solving the problem of fuzzy 
modus ponens (briefly, FMP) as well as the problem of fuzzy modus toUens (briefly, FMT) which 
has been discussed in detail later in [8], then [9], and [10]. The aim of this paper is to go a step 
further to provide unified forms of Triple I method for FMP and FMT where diverse implication 
operators can be employed under the same way. Moreover, Zadeh's CRI method for FMP can be, 
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in a sense, brought into line with the unified form of Triple I method. Reversibility properties of 
Triple I conclusions in unified forms are obtained. Lastly, a unified form of a-Triple I method is 
also provided and a duality result concerning a-Triple I solutions of FMP and FMT is obtained. 
It should be pointed out that a variety of research papers have been published in the field 
of fuzzy reasoning or, more generally, under the title of approximate reasoning. Early in 1969, 
Goguen published his paper about nonclassical logic [11]. Then, a flourishing achievement in
fuzzy reasoning emerged after Zadeh's pioneer work [12] being published. For example, diverse 
monographs related to the present paper had been accomplished and the following are a small 
part of them: the extended fuzzy reasoning [13,14], the fuzzy logic using linguistic system [15], 
the fuzzy inference in resolution style [16], fuzzy modus ponens [17,18], the many-valued logic 
with certainty factors [19], the exhaustive studies of implication operators, [20-23] the recover- 
ing properties, [24,25], the extensionality based approximate reasoning [26], the series paper by 
Pavelka [27-29] and the books [30-32], etc. Notice that, the present paper is related to, but 
different from the above-mentioned works, it focuses on unified forms of fully implication Triple 
I method and can be thought of as an algebraic omplement of the paper nonfuzzy versions of 
fuzzy reasoning in classical logics [33]. 
In Section 2, basic properties of certain type of implication operators, called regular implication 
operators, are briefly discussed which is necessary for the subsequent sections. In Section 3, 
unified forms of Triple I principles and Triple I solutions of FMP and FMT are provided and it 
follows that Zadeh's CRI method for FMP can be, in a sense, brought into line with the unified 
method. In Section 4, unified forms of a-Triple I solutions of FMP and FMT are given in dual 
forms. In Section 5, reversibility properties of Triple I method is discussed. Lastly, Section 6 is 
the conclusion. 
2. REGULAR IMPL ICAT ION OPERATORS 
Triangular norms (t-norms) play a basic role in several disciplines of mathematics and the left- 
continuous t-norms are commonly used in recent years together with corresponding implication 
operators to construct diverse semantics for fuzzy logic (see, e.g., [34-38]). We briefly sketch in 
the following basic definitions and properties of left-continuous t-norms and the corresponding 
residual implication operators that are necessary in the subsequent sections, short proofs are 
given here for convenience' sake. Throughout the paper, the least upper bound (greatest lower 
bound) of a subset G of [0, 1] will be denoted by sup G or VG(inf G or AG), alternatively. 
DEFINITION 1. A function ® : [0, 1] 2 --~ [0, 1] is said to be a t-norm if ® is associative and 
commutative and satisfy the conditions a® l -- a and that a <_ b implies age  <_ bGc(a, b, c C [0, 1]). 
A t-norm G is left-continuous if a G V{b~ ] i e I} = V{a G bi [ i e I} holds where a, bi e [0, 1] 
(i C I)  and I ~ 9. 
EXAMPLE 1. The following are four t-norms, the first three of them are continuous and the last 
one is left-continuous 
a GL b = (a + b -  1) V 0, (1) 
a®cb=aAb,  (2) 
a G~ b = ab, (3) 
aAb,  a+b>l ,  
a G0 b = (4) 
O, a+b<_ l .  
DEFINITION 2. Let ® be a t-norm on [0, 1] and R : [0, 1] 2 ~ [0,1] be an operator, (®, R) is said 
to be a residual pair or, ® and R are residual to each other, if the following condition holds 
a ® b ~ c, if and only if  a < R(b, c), a, b, c e [0, 1]. (5) 
In the following R(b, c) will often be written as b --* c. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that ® is a left-continuous t-norm on [0, 1], de,he R : [0, 1] 2 ~ [0,1] 
as follows 
R(b, c) = v{x e [0,1] I b G x _< c}, b, c e [0, 1], (6) 
then (G, R) is a residual pair and 
(i) b- - *c= l i f fb <_c. 
(ii) a < b --~ c iff b <__ a --* c. 
(iii) a~(b~c)=b- -+(a~c) .  
(iv) l~c=c.  
(v) b--* A{ci l i e I} = A{b-~ c~ ]i e I}. 
(vi) v{b, l i e I}  --, c = A{b, ~ c l i e I}.  
(vii) b ~ c is increasing w.r.t, c and decreasing w.r.t, b. 
PRooF. If a G b <_ c, then it follows from (6) that a _< b ~ c. Conversely, if a <_ b ~ c, then it 
follows from (6) and monotonicity and left-continuity of G that a G b < b G (b ~ c) = V{b G x I 
b G x ~ c} < c. Hence, (5) holds. For Properties (i)-(vii) listed above we only prove (vi) as an 
example, the remainders can be proved similarly. Notice that, if one can prove that x < a iff 
x<b,  thena=b.  S incex_<V{b~l iE I} - - *c i f fx®V{b~[ iE I}<c i f fV{xGbi l ie I}<c i f f  
V ie  I ,  x G bi _< ciff  Vi C I, x <_ bi --* ciff  x _< A{b~ ~ c I i C I}, hence (vi) holds. | 
DEFINITION 3. Let G be a left-continuous t-norm on [0, 1] and R be defined by (6), then (G, R) 
is a residual pair and R is called a regular implication operator. 
EXAMPLE 2. The regular implication operators corresponding to the t-norms ®L, Ga, ®~ and G0 
given in (1)-(4) are as follows, respectively, (see, e.g., [39]). 
RL(a, b) --- (1 - a + b) A 1. (7) 
1, a<_b, 
Ra(a,b)  = b, a > b. (8) 
1, a=0,  
R~(a,b) = _b A1, a > O. (9) 
a 
Ro(a,b) = { 1, a < b, (10) 
(1 -a )  V b, a>b.  
They are called Lukasiewicz operator, G6del operator, product operator, and R0 operator, re- 
spectively. The fact that (@L,RL), (Ga, RG) and (®~, R~) are residual pairs is well known 
(see, e.g., [1]) and it only needs to show that (Go, Ro) is a residual pair. In fact, suppose that 
a ®0 b < c. To prove a <_ Ro(b, c) = b --* c we need only to consider the case b > c because 
otherwise b --~ c = 1 and a < b --* c is obvious. Now if a + b > 1, then a ®0 b = a A b _< c and 
b>c imply thata<_c=l - - *c<__b- - *c .  I fa+b___ l ,  thena< 1-band i t  follows from(10) 
that a < (1 - b) V c = b --* c. Conversely, suppose that a < Ro(b, c) = b --~ c. To prove a G0 b ~ c 
we need only to consider the case a + b > 1 because otherwise a G0 b will be 0 and a G0 b _< c is 
obvious. If b _< c, then a ®o b = a A b _< c holds. If b > c, then b --* c = (1 - b) v c and it follows 
f roma+b> 1 anda_< (1 -b )  vc thata<c,  andhence, aGob-=aAb<a<c.  This proves 
that (Go, Ro) is a residual pair. 
3. UNIF IED FORM OF TRIPLE  I METHOD 
The following problem is called fuzzy modus ponens (FMP) 
suppose that A(x)  -* B(y)  . . .  major premise 
and given A*(x) .. .  minor premise 
calculate B*(y) . . .  conclusion ' (11) 
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where A, A* and B, B* are fuzzy subsets of X and Y, respectively. Early in 1973, Zadeh proposed 
the CRI solution of (11) as follows [12] 
B*(y) = sup{A*(x) A R(A(x), B(y))}, (12) 
xEx 
where R is a certain implication operator. The first author of the present paper pointed out 
in [7] that, the FMP conclusion should be deducted from the major premise A(x) --* B(y) and 
the minor premise jointly rather than separately, and hence proposed the request hat, the fact 
that, the minor premise A*(x) implies B*(y) should be fully supported by the major premise 
A(x) --~ B(x), or, by using logic terminology, the expression (A(x) ~ B(y)) -* (A*(x) ~ B*(y)) 
should be a tautology, i.e., the following condition holds 
(A(x) ~ B(y)) ~ (A*(x) -~ B*(y)) = 1, x E X, y E Y, (13) 
where the implication operator is assumed to be regular operator. From Proposition 1, we see 
that (13) is always true in case B*(y) -- l(y e Y) no matter what the major premise A(x) --* B(y) 
and the minor premise A* (x) are, hence the conclusion B* was required to be the smallest fuzzy 
subset of Y satisfying (13). These led up to the following principle (see, also [4, Definition 9] 
and [33, p. 215], as well as [9,10] 
PRINCIPLE OF TRIPLE I FOR FMP. The FMP conclusion B* of (11) is the smallest fuzzy subset 
of Y satisfying (13). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that, the implication operator R in FMP (11) is regular, then the Triple I 
solution of (11) can be expressed as follows 
B*(y) = sup{A*(x)® R(A(x), B(y))}, y E ]I, (14) 
xEX 
where @ is the t-norm residual to R. 
PROOF. It follows from (14) that 
A*(x)®R(A(x) ,B(y) )<B*(~)) ,  xEX,  yeY .  (15) 
Notice that, ® is commutative it follows from (5) that 
R(A(x) ,B(y))  <_ R(A*(x),B*(y)), x E X, y E Y. (16) 
Hence, it follows from (16) and Proposition 1 that (13) holds. 
Moreover, suppose that C(y) is a fuzzy subset of Y such that 
(A(x) ~ B(y)) -~ (A*(x) -~ C(y)) = 1, x E X, y e Y, (17) 
then, we have from Proposition 1 that 
A(x) --* B(y) < A*(x) -~ C(y), x E X, y E Y, (18) 
and it follows from (18) and (5) that 
A*(x)®R(A(x) ,B(y))<_C(y) ,  xEX,  yEY .  (19) 
(19) means that C(y) is an upper bound of the set 
{A*(x) ® R(A(x) ,B(y))  ] x e X}, y E Y, 
hence it follows from (14) that B*(y) < C(y)(y E Y). Therefore, B*(y) is the smallest fuzzy 
subset of Y satisfying (13), and hence, by the principle of Triple I for FMP, B* (y) is the conclusion 
of (11). 
(14) is a unified form of Triple solution of the problem of FMP (11), where (®, R) can be 
chosen to be any one of residual pairs. I 
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COROLLARY 1. Suppose that, the implication operator R in FMP (11) is the Ro operator, then 
the Triple I soIution of (1) can be expressed as 
B*(y) = sup {A*(x) A Ro(d(x), S(y))}, y e Y, (20) 
zeEu 
where 
Ey={xCXI (A* (x ) ) '  <Ro(A(x) ,B(y))},  (A* (x ) ) '= l -A* (x ) ,  xeX .  (21) 
PROOF. It follows from (21) and (4) that if x e Ey, then A*(x) + Ro(A(x),B(y))  > 1 and 
A*(x)®Ro(A(z), B(y) ) = A* (x)ARo(A(x), B(y) ), and ifx ~ Ey, then A*(x)+ Ro(A(x), B(y) ) < 1 
and A*(x) ® Ro(A(x), B(y)) = 0. Hence, it follows from (14) that 
B*(y) = sup{A*(x) ® Ro(A(x), B(y))} = sup {A*(x) ® Ro(A(x), B(y))} 
x6X x6E~ 
V sup {d*(z) ® Ro(A(x),B(y))} = sup {A*(x) A Ro(A(x),B(y))}. 
xq~E~ zEE~ 
This proves (20). II 
REMARK 1. The formulae (20) and (21) were first given in [7] (see, also formula (68) of [4]), 
where the proof was much more complicated than the one given above. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that, the implication operator R in FMP (11) is the G6del's opera- 
tor Ra, then the TripIe I solution of (11) can be expressed as 
B*(y) = sup{A*(x) A Rc(A(x) ,B(y))},  y e Y. (22) 
xEX 
PROOF. The proof directly follows from (14) and (2). | 
REMARK 2. We see that (22) and (12) are one and the same formula, except hat the implication 
operator in (22) is explicitly the Ghdel's operator, hence Zadeh's CRI solution of FMP (11) can 
be brought into line with the unified form of Triple I solution (14), but notice that the implication 
operator should be the Ghdel's operator. In case Zadeh's operator Rz(a, b) = (1 - a) V (a A b) 
is employed one can still use formula (20) to express the conclusion but has to strengthen the 
condition x e Ey to be x e Ey and Rz(A(x),B(y))  > 1/2 (see, formula (11) of [7] and formula (8) 
of [10]) and therefore it follows from Corollaries 1 and 2 that Zadeh's CRI solution deviates from 
the unified form of FMP solutions whenever an implication operator other than Ghdel's operator 
is used. This is because Zadeh's operator is not a regular implication operator. 
Now, we are to discuss the FMT problem, it is a problem as follows 
suppose that A(x) ~ B(y) ... major premise 
and given B*(y) ... minor premise (23) 
calculate A*(x) ... conclusion ' 
where A, A* and B, B* are fuzzy subsets of X and Y, respectively. 
The following principle and its genesis was proposed in [4,7]. 
PRINCIPLE OF TRIPLE I FOR FMT. The FMT conclusion A* of (23) is the largest fuzzy subset 
of A satisfying (13). 
Before to construct a unified form of the Triple I solution of FMT we need the following. 
DEFINITION 4. Let R : [0, 1] 2 --~ [0, 1] be a regular implication operator, then R is said to be 
normM if the following condition holds 
R(d,  b') = R(b, a), a' = 1 - a, b' = 1 - b, a, b e IO, 1]. (24) 
It is easy to verify that both RL and Ro are normal implication operators. 
The following theorem is a corollary of Theorem 4 in Section 4, it is placed here for the sake 
of comparison with Theorem 1 because they are dual in some sense. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that, the impBcation operator R in FMT (23) is normal, then the Triple I 
solution of (23) can be expressed as follows 
A*(x) = in_f {B*(y) G R'(A(x), B(y))}, x e X, 
yCY (25) 
where 
a @ b = (a' ® b')', a' = 1 - a, a, b e [0, 1]. (26) 
It is easy to verify that, the operators defined by (26) corresponding to the operators given 
in (1)-(4) are as follows, respectively, 
a @L b = a + b, (27) 
a@c b = aVb,  (28) 
a @3 b = a + b -  ab, (29) 
aVb, a-I- b < 1, 
a @0 b -- (30) 
1, a+b>l .  
(25) is a unified form of Triple I solutions of FMT. In case Ro operator is employed we have the 
following. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that, the implication operator R in FMT (23) is Ro operator, then the 
Triple I solution of (23) can be expressed as 
A*(x) = inf {B*(y) V R~o(A(x),B(y))}, x C X, 
ycEx 
(31) 
where 
E~ = {y e Y [ B*(y) < Ro(d(x),B(y))}. (32) 
PROOF. If y e E~, then B*(y) - Ro(d(x),B(y)) < 0, and hence, B*(y) + R~o(d(x),B(y)) =
B*(y) + 1 - Ro(A(x),B(y)) < 1. Then, we have from (30) that B*(y) ® R~o(g(x),B(y)) =
B*(y) V Rro(A(x), B(y)). If y ~ E~, then B*(y) + R~(A(x), B(y)) _> 1 and we have from (30) that 
B*(y) @ RIo(A(x), B(y)) = 1. Hence, we have from (25) that 
A*(x) -- inf {B*(y) @ R'o(A(x), B(y))} A inf {B*(y) @ R'o(A(x), B(y))} 
yEEx y~Ex 
= inf {B*(y) V RPo(A(x), B(y))} A 1 = inf {Y*(y) v R~o(A(x), B(y))}, 
yE E= yC F,= 
xEX.  
REMARK 3. The formulae (31) and (32) was given in [7] (see, also the formula (77) of [4]), where 
the proof was much more complicated than the one given above. 
4. DUAL  FORMS OF s -TR IPLE  I 
CONCLUSIONS OF FMP AND FMT 
Both of the principles of Triple I for FMP and for FMT require that condition (13) holds, this 
condition can be generalized to be 
(A(x) --* B(y)) ~ (A*(x) -* B*(y)) > a, x 6 X, y e Y, (33) 
where c~ is a fixed number in [0, 1], when a = 1, (13) follows from (33). Correspondingly, we have 
the following. 
PRINCIPLE OF o~-TRIPLE I FOR FMP.  The FMP conclusion B* of (11) is the smallest fuzzy 
subset of Y satisfying (33). 
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PRINCIPLE OF c~-TRIPLE I FOR FMT. The FMT conclusion A* of (23) is the largest fuzzy 
subset of X satis~ing (33). 
In the following the fuzzy subset B* of Y and the fuzzy subset A* of X mentioned in the above 
two principles will be called the a-Triple I solution of FMP (11) and the (~-Triple I solution of 
FMT (23), respectively. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that, the implication operator R in FMP (11) is regular, then the a-Triple I
solution of (11) can be expressed as follows 
B*(y) = sup{a ® A*(x) @ R(A(x), B(y))}, y e Y. (34) 
xEX 
PRoof.  It follows from (5) that, the condition (33) is equivalent to the condition 
a@A*(x)®R(A(x) ,B(y))<_B*(y) ,  xeZ ,  yeY .  (35) 
Then, (34) follows from the fact that B* is the smallest fuzzy subset satisfying (35). | 
It is clear that (14) follows from (34) in case a = 1. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that, the implication operator R in FMT (23) is normal, then the c~- 
Triple I solution of (23) can be expressed as follows 
A*(x) = inf {a' @ B*(y) @ R'(A(x), B(y))}, x e X. (36) 
yEY 
PROOF. First notice that, the following equation holds for normal implication operator --* 
aNb- -*c=a '~b '@c,  a,b, ce[O, 1]. (37) 
In fact, it follows from (26) that 
z <_ a' ¢ b' ¢ c, iff (a' ® b' @ c)' _< x', 
and, hence it follows from (5) and (24) that 
a @ b <_ c' -* x' = x --* c. 
iff a@b®c'  < x', 
(3s) 
This proves that 
Table 1. 
Conclusion B* of FMP Conclusion A* of FMT 
supx6x 
A* 
® 
n(A(x), B(y)) 
infueg 
B* 
® 
ot I 
R'(A(x), B(y)) 
Then, it follows from (38) and (ii) of Proposition 1 that x < a ® b ~ c. 
x < a' @ b' @ c iff x < a @ b ~ c, hence (37) holds. 
On account of Proposition 1 and (5) it is easy to prove that, condition (33) is equivalent to 
the condition 
A*(x) < a ® (A(x) -~ B(y)) -~ B*(y), x e X, y 6 Y, (39) 
and (37) shows that (39) is equivalent to 
A*(x)<_a'@R'(A(x) ,S(y))®B*(y) ,  xeX ,  yeY .  (40) 
Therefore (36) follows from (40) and the fact that A* is the largest fuzzy subset of X satisfying 
(40). 
If a = 1, then a' = 0 and since 0 @ x -- x(x e [0, 1]) we see that Theorem 2 is corollary of 
Theorem 4. | 
REMARK 4. By comparing the c~-Triple I solution (34) of FMP with the a-Triple I solution (36) 
of FMT we find an interesting duality between them as follows. 
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Precisely speaking, if one replaces ymbols in the expression of an a-Triple I conclusion of FMP 
arranged as in the left column of Table 1 by corresponding symbols in the right column, then 
one obtains the a-Triple I conclusion of FMT and vice versa. 
5. REVERSIB IL ITY  PROPERTIES  OF  TR IPLE  I CONCLUSION 
OF  FMP AND FMT 
The most fundamental deduction rule in logic is modus ponens, it says that if A --* B and A 
are given, then B follows. Accordingly, it is very natural to require that, the FMP conclusion B* 
in (11) should return to B if the minor premise A* is A. It is pointed out in [40] that Zadeh's C1RI 
method does not possess this type of reversibility even if A is normal (i.e., there exists x0 E X 
such that A(xo) = 1). Moreover, it can be find in [10] that the Triple I method does not possess 
reversibility property in case Zadeh's implication operator is employed. However, we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 5. The Triple I method for FMP is reversible for normal inputs, i.e., if the fuzzy 
subset A* in (14) equals A and A is a normal fuzzy subset of X, then B* equals B, where R is 
a regular implication operator. 
PROOF. Suppose that, A* = A in (14), then 
Vx 6 X, B* (y) > A(x) ® R(A(x), B(y)). (41) 
Choose x0 e X such that, A(xo) = 1, then R(A(xo), B(y)) = R(1, B(y)) = B(y), hence B*(y) > 
B(y). On the other hand, since R(A(x), B(y)) > R(A(x), B(y)) is always true, it follows from (5) 
that A(x) ® R(A(x), B(y)) < B(y), hence it follows from (14) that B*(y) < B(y), (y e Y). This 
proves that B* = B. | 
Similar to the above, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 6. The Triple I method for FMT is reversible for co-normal inputs, i.e., if the fuzzy 
subset B* in (25) equals B, and B' is a normal fuzzy subset of Y, then A* equals A, where R is 
a normal implication operator. 
PROOF. Choose Y0 C Y such that B'(yo) = 1, i.e., B(yo) = 0, then it follows from (24) and 
Proposition 1that R(A(x), B(yo)) = R(A(x), O) = R(1, A'(x)) -- A'(x), hence R'(A(x), B(yo)) = 
A(x). Therefore, we have from (25) that A*(x) < B(yo)@R'(A(x), B(yo)) = O@A(x) -- A(x). On 
the other hand, we have from (24) that R(A(x), B(y)) = R(B'(y), A'(x)), hence it follows from (5) 
that B'(y) ® R(A(x),B(y)) <_ A'(x). This equivalent to A(x) <_ (B'(y) ® R(A(x),B(y)))' -- 
B(y) ~ R'(A(x), B(y)), then (25) implies that A(x) <_ A*(x). This proves that A* = A. | 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In the present paper a unified Triple I method for FMP is given and it has been generalized 
to be unified a-Triple I method for FMP later where diverse regular implication operators can 
be employed. Even though only four examples of regular implication operators are given in this 
paper, more examples can be constructed. In fact, as is pointed out in [37,38], there exist a 
good many left-continuous t-norms, hence there exist as many regular implication operators. 
Moreover, unified Triple I and a-Triple I method for FMT are also given where the implication 
operators are required to be normal. Reversibility properties and duality properties of Triple I 
and c~-Triple I conclusions are discussed, as well. Notice that, only two normal implication 
operators, the Lukasiewicz operator RL and the R0 operator, are given in the present paper, 
an interesting question is: what is the structure of normal implication operators and how many 
normal implication operators are there? The reader may refer to [37] and Jenei's series papers [34- 
36] and find enough information there. 
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